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Project goals

• theoretical research of terminological units and specialized 
knowledge categories at conceptual and linguistic levels

• translator-oriented descriptive terminological database

• phraseological terminological units and the role of figurativeness in 
the construction and expression of specialized meaning

• syntactic and semantic analyses of the domains of aviation, 
marketing, law and carstology



Anticipated results

• parallel corpus in the domain of air traffic 

• contrastive analyses of the translation equivalents in Croatian, 
English, German and French

• terminological database of semantic frames AirFrame – organization 
of the fundamental semantic frames from the field of aviation (Flight, 
Airplane, Airspace, Airport, Air_traffic and Air_traffic_control)



Aim

 first steps in developing a method for determining semantic frames 
and their conceptual relations

 parallel corpus used for the extraction of terminological units 
referring to specific semantic frames of aviation



Theoretical background

• over the past two decades focus of terminological research has 
shifted to processes and events in a specialized domain

• predicative terms (verbs, adjectives, adverbs and certain nouns) often 
denote key concepts of a domain terminology: e.g. communicate, fly, 
take off, and transport in aviation

• criteria for defining types of verbs carrying specialized meaning 
proposed by L’Homme (1998, 2014) most referred to in 
terminological literature
• a) verbs specific to a certain field (land, take off), b) verbs that acquire 

specialized meaning in the field (operate), and c) verbs of general language.



Methods

• 1) parallel English-Croatian corpus was created in Sketch Engine

• 2) term extraction and validation of term candidates

• 3) extracting a list of verbs and analyzing their collocations bearing 
specialized meaning



• the corpus is compiled from the Directory of legal acts of the 
European Union, chapter Transport policy, subchapter Air transport in 
English and Croatian

• out of 220 documents from the Air transport subchapter, 178 legal 
acts are taken having both language versions

Corpus compilation





Term extraction and verification

• automatic term extraction was conducted for each language
• EUR-Lex English 2/2016 corpus and EUR-Lex Croatian 2/2016 served as 

reference corpora for single-word lists; English Web 2013 and Croatian Web 
hrWaC 2.2. reference corpora for multi-word keywords 

• verification process of candidates’ lists done in two phases
1. removing all abbreviations and general language words and collocations

2. analyzing concordances of remaining terms



Extraction and analysis of verbs

• lists of English and Croatian verbs from respective corpora extracted 
automatically using the Keywords option in Sketch Engine

• the first 100 verbs from each list were then manually validated 
through their word sketches

• collocations determined as multi-word terms or collocations of 
relative significance for aviation terminology noted down in an Excel 
sheet next to the analyzed verb



Results

• out of 1000 single-word candidates from the Croatian corpus, 199 
terms labeled as single-word terms; 455 multi-word terms

• 664 multi-word English terms remained after the analysis, only 148 
single-word

• poor result of only 14.8 % valid terms from the initial list of multi-
word English terms 



Discussion

• TERM VERIFICATION posed several issues

• if both the noun and the adjective referring to a certain concept 
appeared on the list, the noun was kept as a more prototypical term 
realizationmore common in Croatian
• in English a noun and an adjective often share the morphological form 

(kabina, kabinski ʻcabinʼ, identifikacija, identifikacijski ʻidentification’)

• when two nouns referring to the same concept appeared, both were 
kept if one of them was referring to the action, and the other to the 
result: identifikacija and identificiranje (Eng. identification)



Discussion (ctd.)

• false positive multi-word terms

1. domain knowledge required
bound air > bound air cargo

simulated engine > simulated engine failure

visual flight > visual flight rules

2. collocations of terms

relevant aircraft, individual aircraft, specific aircraft, large aircraft

entire flying time 



Verb analysis

analysis of extracted verbs – two steps

• 1) specialized verbs or verbs specific to aviation were marked

• 2) marking verbs that potentially acquire a specialized meaning in 
aviation context

• first 100 most frequent verbs were analyzed (word sketches)

• the largest number of verbs included support verbs and 
phraseological verbs 

e.g. provide, ensure, require or refer to gain specialized meaning in 
syntagmatic units > establish aerodrome, ensure airworthiness





Verb analysis (ctd.)

• a verb is likely to be a term if “the linguistic realizations of actants (i.e. 
arguments) of a verb are defined as terms” (LʾHomme 2014)

• in the first 100 most frequent verbs in the English part of the corpus, 
only two verbs can be defined as proper specialized verbs in aviation 
– operate and fly

• in the Croatian corpus only letjeti ʿflyʾ appears as a proper specialized 
verb



Conclusions
• terminological and linguistic data extracted from specialized parallel corpora can 

be used in setting the foundation for defining specialized semantic frames 

• term validation has shown that the majority of proposed terms could not be 
classified as aviation related terms

• collocations of verbs specific to the field of aviation are terminologically relevant

• using verbs as a starting point in defining specialized semantic frames of aviation 
might be less useful than analyzing word sketches

• the next step – grouping relevant concepts and naming the frames they invoke

• improved automatic definition extraction would get better results for Croatian.
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